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DOORS / WINDOWS 

1-27-17 
HH)  close enemy doors;   close, then seal shut;   distraction, frustration, untruth, deceit;   first 
ones to seal shut;   (did w/ANJ and I heaped Praises around each reinforcing the seal w/ANJ.)   
hallelujah, so be it;   hallelujah, so be it;  

1-28-17 
HP)   let not haughty in;   deny it access;   close your doors to it, Bride;   this must be;   see to it;   

3-04-17   
HP)  doorways, doorways;   watch for My new doorways set before you;   confuse them not with 
enemy doors;   enter as I say enter;   careful approach;   careful entry;   take nothing for granted, 
My Children;   careful 

4-26-17 
HP)  TPHR)  keep preparing My ways;   (I told Praises to open any doors or windows Almighty 
God or King Jesus say to open w/ANJ)  see them fly open, My Chosen;   see them;   be certain 
they are Mine;   absolutely certain;   enter when I say enter;   precisely;   not too soon nor too 
late;   precisely 

10-02-17 
L)   Unlock;   Unlock doors, windows that I tell you to unlock;   open as I say;   enter as I 
say, see as I say to see;   (Yes, Father, I agree to all this You have said.  I allow and 
activate and invoke them each.)   so be it 

10-03-17 
HP)  unlock and stand before My doors I have for you;   chain of doors;   (I saw a door and 
once it was unlocked there was another inside and another inside of it and yet another to 
I don't know how many.)   enter only as I say, My Child;   patience, Child, be patient 
before My doors;   move on 

11-03-17   
HH)   sow, sow, sow, My Children;   windows for sowing are open;   sow, sow, sow;   doubt 
Me not;   sow;   (I asked for guidance in sowing.  Immediately...)   sow in Jacob;   He is 
fertile;   sow in him;   (Yes, Father, I trust the seed You have for him to receive.) 

  stay alert;   let not My instructions pass you by
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